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Tango’s Very First Pupdate
Thanks to the Discount Drug Stores team for being a 
pawesome puppy sponsor!

With Melbourne’s 2020 COVID inflicted puppy drought behind us 

we were beyond excited to welcome Tango in early January who, 

along with four of his siblings, clocked up his first air-miles flying 

in from Sydney. Regrettably, our subsequent five-day lockdown 

meant it was necessary to reschedule planned photoshoot and 

first meet and greet with you but otherwise 2021 and  this little pup 

are off to the best possible start! Tango settled quickly and without 

fuss into his new digs South East of the CBD in Carrum Downs with 

second time Puppy Educator Emma, hubby Tim, two teenagers and 

resident chooks. Fair to say said chooks would rather Tango was a 

little less interested but otherwise everyone is smitten and he has 

wasted no time collecting fans in his travels. Exciting times ahead 

for Team Tango who are already making all the right moves if we 

ignore his waggly-tail clearing the lower shelves in your Hunt Club 

Store.  Oops!

Still young are requiring lots of rest, training sessions for Tango are 

short, fun and frequent and as much about building relationships 

and ‘learning-the-moves’ as they are about introducing new and 

novel stimulus without the experience being overwhelming or 

overly arousing.  Quality over quantity is the key and this sensitive boy 

certainly appreciates being able to step back or step in as and when 

he needs to whilst soaking up many attractions and distractions he 

encounters. With any young puppy creating sleeping and toileting 

routines ranks highly on our early days ‘to-do’ list.  Mishaps are par-

for-the-course, but Tango has been a quick learner and his Puppy 

Educator is doing a great job recognising the tell-tale signs and 

managing his environment to support learning.   On the sleep 

front, puppies nap lots but new routines and ‘alone’ time 

can be a big leap for youngsters when, only days prior to 

joining us they enjoyed the company of their fur-mum 

and siblings.  Fortunately, our pups are introduced to 

a crate (kennel of sorts) early and, while great things 

happen in and around the crate, quickly come to 

adore the cosy surrounds for resting, napping 

and overnight sleeping. Consequently, in a few 

short days Tango was sleeping through the 

night.  Hallelujah! 

GUESS WHAT? 

I enjoy training, am a quick 

learner, confident in a variety of 

settings and, typically, I settle quickly 

I HAVE BEEN
 1 My educator Emma, says that

I am making good progress 

practicing the ‘mechanics’ of basic 

positions (eg. Sit, Down, Stand) 

and, similarly, moving my body to 

take up position facing the same 

direction at both the left (Heel) 

and right (Side) of our bodies

 1 Also practicing moving under

and through, amongst other 

things, chairs, tables and through 

Emma’s legs, all whilst learning to 

use a skateboard (no not really). 

Thanks for being so Pawesome!



Pups explore the world with their mouth 

and, at this age, we necesssily need to work 

hard to redirect our little land-sharks away 

from our hands.  Fortunately, one or two pin-

pricks on fragile skin is great incentive for us 

to keep a variety of appropriate chew items on 

hand and, similarly, be vigilant about keeping items 

we do not want to become chews “toys” out of reach 

(eg. shoes, furniture etc).  That said, having now lost a 

few baby-teeth, it won’t be long now before the pains of 

teething have passed and Tango has a new, prickle free, set of 

pearly whites. In his short time here, Tango has met a selection of 

friendly canines and people, enjoys regular walking adventures 

in and around his local neighbourhood, is learning to settle at 

cafés, move through and past the tantalising smells and hustle 

and bustle of strip shops and, can navigate confidently across 

the polished surfaces at larger shopping centres.  Although he 

was not the bravest of boys for ouchy-puppy vaccinations he did 

appreciate the yummy treats and having a familiar face to serve as 

cuddle buddy nearby.  Not surprising for a Labrador, Tango loves 

water and, on hot days, enjoys cooling off in his very own wading 

pool or otherwise a wetting his paws and making a splash in the 

waves at the beach. 

Tango is for the most part doing a great job with walking nicely on 

lead though like pups before him and pups to come struggles at 

times to ignore the waft of something smelly or delicious ahead 

or underfoot or the allure of something that otherwise captures 

his attention.  Slow and steady wins the race and, adopting this 

approach, we can already see Tango making some nice progress 

with all important leash manners and making the choice to 

walk on past rather than approach or engage with attractions  

and distractions.  Tango takes most things in his stride but 

will unapologetically throw out a chorus of woofs to voice his 

displeasure if he perceives there is fun to be had and he is not a 

part of it. Not easy at times but the good news is dogs do what 

works and the better we are at noticing and rewarding the things 

we like (eg.  polite sits, voluntary glances etc) the more often we 

can expect Tango will offer this behaviour. Unfortunately, same is 

true if we inadvertently reward things we do not like (eg. jumping 

up).  Need-less to say we are on high alert to prevent and/or ignore 

what we don’t like and do our best to not miss the many great 

things he does. Tango is a quick and enthusiastic learner and, for 

the moment, his belly has been the benefactor. Tango’s journey 

towards becoming a PAWsome Assistance Dog is certainly under 

way. Thank you to the entire team for your suppawt.
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